Mina Weinstein-Evron

Language: English
Variant of the name: Mina Weinstein Evron
ISNI: ISNI 0000 0000 4320 3909 (Information about ISNI)

Activities of Mina Weinstein-Evron (3 resources in data.bnf.fr)

Textual works (2)

Archaeology in the archives (2008)

Early Natufian el-Wad revisited (1998)

Mixed works (1)

"Toward modern humans" (2000)

with Mina Weinstein-Evron as Editor
See also (4 resources in data.bnf.fr)

In BnF (1)
Equivalent record in Catalogue général

On the Web (3)
Equivalent record in IdRef
Equivalent record in ISNI
Equivalent record in VIAF